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GEOMETRIC 
GEM

SIMPLE SYMMETRY AND A 
BLACK AND WHITE BASE 
MAKE THIS HOME THE 
PERFECT CANVAS FOR 
POPS OF COLOR

The home’s exterior was designed to capture attention 
with white stucco interrupted by large windows framed in 
black metal and a white painted pyramid roof. This covered 
entertaining space—with a retractable porch screen—
features a dark oak table from Summer Classics and 
indoor-outdoor rattan chairs that add contrast and texture. 

WHEN HUSBAND AND WIFE 
design team Zane and Emily 
Williams were tapped to create a 
Winter Park client’s dream home, 
they started in familiar territory—
their own abode. “She had seen our 
projects and loved the style of our 
home,” says Zane. So, the Williams 
set to work on the three-bedroom 
home that mixes Miami color with 
Alys Beach cool. 
 Inside, the home is appointed 
with a curated collection of eclectic 
and colorful art and furnishings 
that reflect the owners’ vibrant 
personalities. In the living room, 
a cool mix of colors permeates the 
space; its combination of blues and 
greens foster a mood of serenity. 
With entertaining in mind, the 
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above: Above the fireplace, a colorful work of art transforms into flat screen TV for a now-you-see-it-
now-you-don’t effect. It’s juxtaposed by a gold leaf spherical etagère from Regina Andrew. “It’s a groovy 
piece that is a fun way to balance off the space while displaying colorful accessories,” Emily says. The 
white Tilda chandelier from Arteriors anchors the space between the living and dining areas.  

right: The entrance of the home gives a new meaning to the phrase curb appeal—with unobstructed views 
of the expansive back yard. “The sight line was very important to be able to see from the outside to the 
inside and beyond,” Zane says. Designed to intrigue guests, the black metal framed front door is flanked 
by a set of black and white striped planters and topped with a scalloped edge awning. “One of our favor-
ite design features in the house is the foyer,” say the homeowners. “As you enter the front courtyard, it 
invites you into this clear nature view of the oak tree and the lake just beyond the unique circle pool.” 

“Zane is a perfectionist with trim and woodwork details 
that flow seamlessly throughout the house with doors 

disappearing into the walls,” say the homeowners.  
“Emily’s pop of colorful wallpaper is like eye candy.”
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design team chose an oversized 
U-shaped sectional from Moss 
Studio and swathed it in the comfort 
of deep navy Italian velvet. Backing 
the sectional is the room’s statement 
piece: a green and white console 
table from The Grove at Home that 
is wrapped in a geometric patterned 
fabric that’s studded with brass 
nailheads. “It’s a really cool fabric,” 
Emily says. Beneath it, two green 
leather ottomans with a gold leaf 
base pop against the navy fabric. 
 The light-filled dining room 
features a custom table that mimics 
the kitchen islands in the next room. 
With white cabinetry for the base, 
the table is topped with glistening 
white and gold Calcutta quartz that 
creates a crisp look. Burl wood side 
chairs from Made Goods add natural 
texture and interest that bring a 

right: With an open floor plan, Emily and 
Zane wanted to differentiate each space 
without disturbing the flow. Here, white 
custom designed screen panels separate 
spaces. Mixing patterns becomes a work 
of art as whimsical turquoise and white 
dotted upholstered chairs play off of the 
Greek key rug.

“Two of our favorite 
pieces of furniture Emily 
selected were actually a 
surprise: the beautiful 

wooden dining chairs and 
the colorful gold studded 
fabric console behind the 

sofa,” the owners say.
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wealth of expression to the space. “Each 
chair is slightly different,” the homeowners 
say. “They have their own unique pattern 
of swirls and striations.” 
 The homeowners wanted a kitchen 
with ample space for cooking and 
entertaining, and Emily and Zane met that 
need for function without compromising 
aesthetics. Tall cabinets and appliance 
panels in a custom blue finish are paired 
with striking white cabinetry. “The open 
design kitchen with hidden appliances and 
five islands are perfect for entertaining,” 
the homeowners say.
 In the end, both the clients and design 
team were overjoyed with the results. “We 
knew the moment we found this beautiful 
lakefront homesite, they were the team 
to bring our dream home to life,” say the 
owners. “We absolutely love this home.”

right: The 30-foot round pool is built with a large 
rectangular sun shelf that’s shallow enough to 
create an outdoor seating area. below: The home 
was designed to showcase a mix of the owners’ 
indigenous art, as well as new pieces sought 
out by the design team. Long hallways create 
walls of windows that allow the collection to be 
viewed from the outside.

SOURCES
LIVING ROOM
Sofa – Moss Studio, Los Angeles, CA
Sofa table designed by The Grove at Home, 
Winter Park, FL
Fabricated by Moss Studio, Los Angeles, CA
Stools – Moss Studio, Los Angeles, CA
Round etagere – Regina Andrew, Detroit, MI
Artwork to right of fireplace – Hillary Whittaker 
Gallery, Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
Chandelier – Arteriors Home, 
Los Angeles, CA
Area rug – Carpet Source, Winter Park, FL
FRONT EXTERIOR
B/W planter’s custom designed by Z Properties 
Group, Inc., Winter Park, FL
Entry table – Worlds Away, Memphis, TN
Area rug – Carpet Source, Winter Park, FL

Awing – Greenwood Awnings and Metal Works, 
Inc., Orlando, FL
DINING ROOM
Table custom designed by Z Properties Group, 
Inc., Winter Park, FL
Fabricated by Sheet Metal Shoppe & Discover 
Quartz & Granite, Winter Park, FL
Chairs – Made Goods, City of Industry, CA
Host chairs – CR Laine, Hickory, NC 
Fabric – F. Schumacher & Co., New York City, NY
Chandelier – Arteriors Home, Los Angeles, CA
Custom lattice door designed by Z Properties 
Group, Inc., Winter Park, FL
Fabricated by Marable Studios Art Company, 
Winter Park, FL
BACK EXTERIOR
Dining table – Summer Classics, Winter Park, FL
Wicker chairs – Made Goods, City of Industry, CA 

White chairs – Brown Jordan, Los Angeles, CA
White accent table – Made Goods, City of 
Industry, CA
White lounge chairs – Brown Jordan, Los 
Angeles, CA
Flamingo artwork – “Flamboyance” Sue Billings
Pool custom designed by Z Properties Group, 
Inc., Winter Park, FL
Fabricated by Lazy Dais Pools & Spas, Winter 
Springs, FL
THROUGHOUT
Cabinetry – Kornerstone Kitchens, Orlando, FL
Landscape architecture – Signature Landscape 
Contractors, LLC., Winter Park, FL
Windows and doors – Mansion Windows and 
Doors, Winter Park, FL
Flooring – Gaylord Hardwood Flooring, Tweed, 
Ontario, Canada


